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About MG Financial Group

MG Financial Group executes over one billion dollars in leveraged
spot foreign exchange transactions every month. Although MG
Financial Group accepts orders over the phone or via the
Internet, over 90% of orders are received through the Internet.
MG Financial Group’s strength and focus is providing online
trading services for the foreign exchange market.

Money Garden Corporation, the flagship company, was
incorporated in the State of Delaware in 1992. In 1994, Money
Garden Corporation began operations in New York City. Money
Garden Corporation’s headquarters are located at 40 Exchange
Place, one block away from the New York Stock Exchange.

In April of 1997, MG Financial Group released the first version of
its online trading platform. This trading platform enabled traders
to view real-time quotations, execute transactions, and track
open positions. Since the trading platform’s introduction,
important features such as real-time Java charting have been
added.

Deal Station 2000TM, which went live on January 30th 2000, has
revolutionized forex-trading platforms. Deal Station 2000TM offers
Traders the ability to deal directly with one another in addition to
having access to MG’s Deal Desk. The IBS (Internet Brokerage
System) enables Traders to both provide market quotations to
one another and deal directly on those quotations. Deal Station
2000TM also takes advantage of the latest Java “Push”
Technology, which immediately “pushes” new information to your
computer, automatically updating your screens. The
implementation of Java technology enhances overall system
performance, which will result in improved speed and extremely
fast execution time.

MG Financial Group began a news/research division in the middle
of 1997 called ICT NEWS. This division was formed to provide MG
Financial Group’s clients with accurate and up-to-date information
on the foreign exchange market. Members of the news/research
division are frequently asked to contribute expert commentary to
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major media concerns, such as Investors Business Daily and
Reuters TV.

In 1998, Money Garden Corporation became the first foreign
exchange market maker to obtain fidelity bond insurance. The
insurance, issued through the subsidiary of a NYSE company,
protects the assets of Money Garden Corporation from fraud and
embezzlement by members of the firm. The amount of protection
exceeds the current amount of assets.

MG Financial Group’s greatest asset is its people. The firm has
recruited individuals from all nationalities and backgrounds in
order to obtain an extremely talented and competent staff.
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